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Abst ract - - In  the paper, we obtain the existence of monotone positive solutions and establish a
corresponding iterative scheme for the following multipoint boundary value problem with p-Laplacian 
operator, 
(~ (~'))' (t)+ qCt)/(~,~(t))=o, o<t< I, 
i .= I  i~ l  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the existence of monotone positive solutions and establish 
a corresponding iterative scheme for the following multipoint boundary value problem (BVP for 
short) with p-Laplacian operator, 
(¢p (u'))' (t) + q (t) f (t, u (t)) = O, 0 < t < i, 
~ (i.i) u' (0) = ~ ~,~' (~,), u (1) = ~,~ (¢,), 
i= l  i= l  
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where Cp(s) = [s[V-2s, p > I, ~i E (0,1) (i ----- 1 ,2, . . . ,n) ,  and ai, ~3i, f ,  q satisfy 
(H1) 0 < a~, ~3i < 1 (i = 1,2,. . .  ,n) satisfy 0 _< ~-~i~1 ai, ~-~i".1 ~i < 1, 
(H2) f 6 C([0,1] x [0,+oo), [0,+oo)), q(t) • LI[0,1] is nonnegative on (0,1), and q(t) is not 
identically zero on any compact subinterval of (0, 1). 
Furthermore, q(t) satisfies 
11 0 < q (t) dt < +c~. 
The study of multipoint boundary value problems for linear second-order o dinary differential 
equations was initiated by II'in and Moiseev [1]. Since then, there is much current attention 
focused on the study of nonlinear multipoint boundary value problems (see [2--4], to name a few). 
BVP (1.1) contains the following BVP as a special case, 
u" (t) + q (t) f (u (t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
(0) = (1) = 
~=I i=l 
(1.2) 
Recently, by using the fixed-point heorem in cones due to Krasnoselsldi, Ma [5] showed the 
existence of at least one positive solution of (1.2). The first differentia[ equation of (1.I) with 
Dirichlet or some other two-point boundary condition has been studied extensively (see, for 
example, [6-9]). But to our knowledge, when p ~ 2, few results have been seen in literature for 
the first differential equation of (1.1) with multipoint (more than two) boundary condition. As 
is well-known, the main difficulty that appears when passing from p = 2 to p ¢ 2 is that, for 
the first case, we can change the differential equation into a equivalent integral equation easily 
and therefore, a Green's function exists, however, for p ¢ 2, it is impossible since the differential 
operator (¢p(u'))' is nonlinear. 
On the other hand, we can see easily that all the results obtained in [1 10] are only the existence 
of positive solutions under some conditions. Seeing such a fact, we cannot but ask "how can we 
find the solutions since they exist definitely?" Motivated by the above-mentioned results, in this 
paper, by improving the classical monotone iterative technique of Amann [11], we obtain not only 
the existence of positive solutions for (1.1), but also give an iterative scheme for approximating 
the solutions. It is worth stating that the first term of our iterative scheme is a constant function 
or a simple function. Therefore, the iterative scheme is significant and feasible. As the same 
time, we give a way to find the solution which will be useful from an application viewpoint. To 
our knowledge, this is the first paper to use the technique of monotone iterative to deal with 
multipoint boundary value problem with p-Laplacian operator. 
We consider the Banach space E = C[0, 1] equipped with norm [[w[[ = max0<t<l [w(t)[. In this 
paper, a positive solution w* of (1.1) means a solution w* of (1.1) satisfying w*(t) > O, 0 < t < 1. 
We recall that a function w is said to be concave on [0, 1], if 
w(At2 + (1 - A)t,) _> Xw(t2)+(1- ,~)w( t l ) ,  tt,t2,)~ a [0, 11, 
and a function is said to be monotone on [0, 1], if w(t) is nondecreasing or nonincreasing. We 
denote 
C +[0 ,11={w6C[O,11:w( t )>O,  rE[O, 1]}, 
P = {w 6 C [0,11: w (t) > 0 is concave and nonincreasing on [0,11}. 
It is easy to see that P is a cone in C[O, 1]. For w 6 P, we have 
ilwll (1 - t) _< _< Itwll, t e [0,1] .  (1.3) 
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The paper is organized as follows. After this section, some lemmas will be established in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we give our main result Theorem 3.1. An example is also given to show 
our results. 
2. PREL IMINARY 
In this section, we always suppose (H1) and (H2) hold. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose y E C1[0, 1] wish (¢p(y'))' E LI[0, 1] satisfies 
- (¢v (Y'))' (t) > 0, 0 < t < 1, 
n n 
¢ (o) = ~,~,y '  (~,), y (1) = ~ ~,y (,'0. 
i=1  i= l  
Then, y(t) is concave and y(t) > O, y'(t) <_ O on [0, 1], i.e., y e P. 
Prtoov. The proof is very easy since 0 < Y~'-~-I a~ < 1, 0 < Y]~i"--1 fla < 1, and we omit it. 
For any x e C+[O, 1], suppose u is a solution of the following BVP, 
Then, 
where At, Bt  satisfy the 
(¢n (u'))' (t) + q (t) f (t, x (t)) ---- O, 0 < t < 1, 
n J'$ 
u'(0) ---- E (x iu '  (~,), u(1) ---- E~9,u (~,), 
i= l  i= l  
¢;~ (At) = 
Bt = 
(s0 ) E~,¢ ;  1 As-  q(s) f (s ,x(s))ds , 
4=1 
So, 
1 1 s 
n 
where Az satisfy 
( t  ) G~ - -1  ¢; l (A t )= E iOv A~-  q(s) f (s ,x(s) )ds  . i= l  (2,1) 
( /o' ) u ' ( t )=¢~l  A~-  q(s) f ( s ,x (s ) )ds  , 
u(t)= Bz -  f l¢ ; l  (Az -~*q( r ) f ( r ,x ( r ) )  dr) ds, 
boundary conditions, i.e., 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any x E C+[0, 1], there exists a unique A~ E (-oo, +c~) satisfying (2.1). 
PROOF. For any x • C+[0,1], define 
H~(~)=~;~(c) -~,¢ ;  ~ ~-  q(~) f (~,~(s ) )  a~ . 
' i=1  
Then, H~(c) • C((-c~,-t-oo),R) and Hx(0) _> 0. In what follows, we will divide into two cases 
to prove Hx(c) = 0 has a unique solution on (-oo,-boo), which means there exists a unique 
A~ E (-oo, -boo) satisfying (2.1). 
CASE 1. Hx(0)= 0. Then, 
(L' ) a~¢-~ 1 q(s) f ( s ,x (s ) )  ds = O. 
~1 
So, 
Therefore, 
Then, 
(/; ) c~,¢'~ 1 q(s) f ( s ,x (s ) )  ds --0 (i = 1,2 . . . . .  n). 
¢, (~,) q (s) f (s,x (s)) ds =0 (i = 1, 2 . . . .  ,n) .  
g~ (~) = ¢;~ (~) - y~ ~0;  1 ~-  o(~)f(~,~(~)) e~ 
i= l  
i= l  
_ ¢;1 (e) - ~_, ~,~;1 (c) = 1 - ~ ¢;1 (~1. 
i= l  
Obviously, there exists a unique e = 0 satisfying H~(e) = 0. 
CASE 2. H~(0) ¢ 0. Then, H~(0) > 0. 
(i) When ~ ~ (o, +~) ,  
(/;  ) H~(~) =¢;1(c ) -~,~,¢ ;1  c -  q(s ) ] (8 ,~(s ) )  d~ 
i= l  
n 
__ ¢;-1 (~) _ ~ ~,¢;1  (~) 
so, whe ,  c E (o, +oo), H~(c) ~ O. 
(ii) When c E (-oo, 0), 
(z ) 
i= l  
= ¢;-~(~)~r(~), 
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where, 
Since Hz(0) > 0, that  is, 
q(s ) I ( s ,x (s ) )  ds >0.  
i= l  
As a result, there must exist i0 c {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, such that 
>0.  
Thus, we get /~(c )  is strictly decreasing on (-oc, 0), fo 1 q(s)f(s, x(s))ds > O, and Z,"=I ai > O. 
Let 
~p OQ 1 
e= fo ds, 
then ~ < 0, and we have 
= i - i+  
i=l 
- - -T  . . . . . . . . . .  >__0. 
¢, C~=la~) f~ q(s) f (s,x(s)) ds 
So, Hs (e) -- ¢~'1(~)B(~) _< 0. The mean value theorem guarantees that  there exists a co • [~, 0) C 
( -oo,0) ,  such that Hs(co) :- 0. If there exist two constants c~ e ( -oo ,0)  (i = 1,2) satisfying 
H~(c,) = Hx(c~) = 0, then P~(cl)  = H,(ca) -- 0. So, cl = ca since B~(c) is strictly decreasing 
on ( -oo,0) .  Therefore, H,(c) = 0 has a unique solution on ( -oo,0) .  Combining (i), (ii), and 
Hz(0) ¢ 0, we obtain Hx(c) -- 0 has a unique solution on ( -oo,  -boo). 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed. 1 
REMARK 1. From the proof of Lemma 2.2, we know that for any x • C+[0, 1], 
Ax • = q(s) f (s,x(s)) ds, O 
1 - Cp 
Moreover, if H~(0) = 0, then A~ = 0; if H~(0) ¢ 0, then As # 0. 
For any x E C+[0, 1], let As be the unique constant satisfying equation (2.1) corresponding to 
x, then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. A x : C+[0, 1] --~ R has the following properties. 
(a) As is continuous about x. 
(b) I f  f(t, x) is nondecreasing about x on [0, 1] x [0, +co), then As is nonincreasing about x 
on [0, +oo). 
PRooF. 
(a) Suppose {x,,} • C+[O,1] with 
z~ -* zo c C + [0,1], 
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in C+[0, 1]. Let {An} (n = 0,1, 2, . . .  ) be constants decided by equation (2.1) correspond- 
ing to xn (n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  ). Since xn ---+ xo uniformly on [0, 1] and f :  [0,1] x [0, +oo) --, 
[0, +oo) is continuous, we get that for e = 1, there exists N > 0, when n > N, for any 
r • [0, 1], 
o<<_q(,')f(,-,~,(,-)l<_qO-)[l+1(~,xoO-))l<__q(,-)[l+ ,~t0.1:max  (~,~0 (~)1] (2.2) 
So, 
: 1 
A,, E - -  "= - - - z - -  ]0 q (s ) f (8 ,~. (8 ) )ds ,0  
CP \ i=l / [ e~, ] 1 
which means {A,} is bounded. 
Suppose {An} does not converge to Ao. Then, there exist two subsequences {A(12 } and {A~2 } 
of {An} with A(~ I) ca and a(2) --* , -~  --* c2 since {An} is bounded, but Cl # c2. By construction of 
{An} (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  ), we have 
Combining (2.2) and using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in (2.3), we get 
=)--:~¢;1 - lim q( . ) f  s,~:11(8) d8 
i= l  n nt~,:~c, nk 
Since {A,~} (n - 0, 1, 2, 3 . . .  ) is unique, we get e~ = Ao. Similarly, ~ = Ao. So, c~ = c2, which 
is a contradiction. Therefore, for any e~ --+ x0, AT, --+ A0, which means A~ : C+[0, 1] --+ R is 
continuous. 
(b) For any xi e C+[0, 1] (i = 1, 2), let A~ (i = 1, 2) be two constants decided by equation (2.1) 
corresponding to xf (i = 1, 2). Suppose xl > x2. In the following, we will prove A: _< A2. 
(i) If A2 = 0, then by Remark 1, we know A1 < 0 = A2. 
(ii) If AI = 0, then by Remark 1, we know H~,(0) = 0, i.e., 
(:0 0, ) ,~,¢;:  q (~).f (~, x: (~)) d8 = o. 
i= l  
Thus, 
" ( : 0 )  _ q ( s ) :  (8, ~2 (8)) d~ i=1 
(z" ) __< E OtiCp -1 q (8) f (S,a~I (S)) d8 --0. 
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So, H= 2 (0) = 0, which means A2 = 0. 
(iii) A~ ~ 0 ( i - -  1, 2). Then, Ai < 0 and H=,(0) ~0 ( i=  1,2). 
A~(i = 1, 2), 
¢ ; i (A j )  = ~--~ai4b; 1 Aj - q(s)S(s, xj(s))ds (j = 1,2). 
i~ l  
So, 
E a i¢ ;  1 1 - f : '  q (s) f (s, xl (s)) ds 
,=, A1 =~ a,¢;1 l _ J : '  
Suppose A1 > As, then 0 > ltA~ > IlA1. Since Xl > x2, we have 
L"  L"  
On the other hand, since 
H,, (0) = c~i¢; t q(s)f(s,  x2 is)) ds ¢ O, 
i=1 
there must exist io E {1,2,... ,n}, such that 
o%~p;l(L"°q(s)f(s ,  x2(s))ds ) ,0 .  
Thus, when i ~ i0, 
fo ~' q @): (~, x, @)) d~ 
A1 
when i = io, 
f:,o q (s) S (s, xl (s)) ds 
f0 ~' q @) S (., ~ (s)) as f0*' q (') S (s, x~ (s)) ds < < 
- Az  - A2 
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By the definition of 
q (s) S (s, x2 (s)) ds~. (2.4) 
A2 ) 
< f:'~ q (s) f (s, x2 (s)) ds f:,o q (s) f (s, x2 (s)) ds < 
A1 - A1 A2 
Therefore, 
ai¢~ 1 1 -  A1 > eii¢~ -1 1 -  A2 ' 
i= l  '=  
which is a contradiction to (2.4). As a result, A1 _< A2. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is completed. 
For any x e C + [0, 1], define 
:~ ~, f,;', +;, (A=-  So q(")S (,', z (,')) d,-) d~ 
(Tx) (~) = ,=l 
l -  ~ 
_ j '+, ,  (A.- 
i=1  
where A= is the constant decided in equation (2.1) corresponding to x. By Lemma 2.2, we know 
Tz is well defined. Furthermore, we have the following result. 
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LEMMA 2.4. T : P ~ P is compleSely continuous, Le., T is continuous and compact. Moreover, 
f i r ( t ,  x) is nondecreasing about z on [0, 1] x [0, +oo), then Tx is also nondeereasing about x on 
[0, +co). 
PROOF. For any x • P, from the definition of Tx, we know (Tx) • CI[0, 1], (¢p((Tx)')) '  • 
L 1 [0, 1], and 
- (¢p ((Tz)r)) '  (t) - -q ( t ) f ( t ,x ( t ) )  >_0, O<t  < 1, 
n TJ, 
(Tx)' (0) = Z c~, (Tx)' (~,), (Tx) (1) = ~ fl, (Tx) (~,). 
i----1 i=1 
By Lemma 2.1, Tx is concave and (Tx)(t) > O, (Tx)'(t) <_ 0 on [0, 1], i.e., Tx  • P. So, 
TP  c P. The continuity of T is obvious since we have proved A~ is continuous about x in 
Lemma 2.3. Now, we prove T is compact. Let ~ C P be an bounded set. Then, there exists 
R, such that n c {x • PIIIxll _< R}. For any x • f~, we have 0 ~_ fo 1 q(s)f(s,x(s))ds <_ 
max~cl0,1],~,e[0,R] f(s, u) f~ q(s)ds =: M. From Remark i, we get 
Cv a~ M 
1 
Therefore, 
II(Tx)ll _< 
~b~ i (M) 
II(T )'II _< 
The Arzela-Ascoli theorem guarantees that  T• is relatively compact, which means T is compact. 
At last, we show Tx is nondecreasing about x if f(t,  x) is nondecreasing about x on [0, 1] × 
[0, +co). For any x~ • P (i -~ 1, 2) with xl _> x2. Let A~, (i = 1, 2) be two constants decided 
in equation (2.1) corresponding to xl (i = 1, 2). By Lemma 2.3, we know A~ < A~.  From the 
definition of Tx, we can easily get Txl  >_ Tx2. 
3. EXISTENCE AND ITERATION OF SOLUTION FOR (1.1) 
Define 
n 
E ~' f~t ¢;1 (fo q (r) dr) ds t 8 
Then by (H2), y(t) > 0 is continuous on [~,~, 1]. Denote 
A=( ~ ~ ( (~" ~\l-*--%~?¢;~\i-¢pk't-io'Y2 >0, B- 1 >o. (3.1) 
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TnEOrtEM 3.1. Assume (HI) and (H2) hold. I[there ex/sts a constant 6 • [~,~, 1] and two pasitive 
number b< a, such that 
(H3) For each t • [0, 1] , / ( t , - ) :  [0, a] --* [0, +oo) ks nondecreasing; 
(Ha) sup,el0,1 ] f(t, a) < (aA) p-l, inftel0,al f(t, b(1 - 6)) > (bB) p-1. 
Then, problem (1.I) has at least ~avo nonincreszing positive solutions w*, • P with 
b<lbo*l l<a and lira Tnwo=w *, where wo(a)-~a, tE[0,1], 
b___LIv*ll_<a sad lira T"vo=v*, where vo(t )=b(1- t ) ,  t~[0,1].  
PROOF. We denote P[b,a] = {w • P : b < I1~11 < a}. In what follows, we first prove TP[b,a] c 
M~,a]. 
Let w • P[b,a], then 0 <__ w(t) < maxt~[oj]w(t) = w(0) = [[w[[ < a. By (1.3), min w(t) > 
- te [o ,~ l  - 
(1  - 6)llwll _> (1 - 6)b. So, by Assumptions (H3) and (H4), we have 
O< f( t ,w(t) )< f ( t ,a)< sup f ( t ,a)<(aA) ~-~, t• [0 ,1 ] ,  (3.2) 
t~[o ,~]  
f(t,w(t)) >/( t ,b (1  -6 ) )  > inf f(t,b(1 -~)) > (bB) p-~ t • [0,5]. (3.3) 
- - te [o ,~]  - ' 
For any w(t) • P[b, a], by Lemma 2.4, we know Tw • P and as a result, 
~-] fl, fi~ ¢~i (A~ - fo q(r) f (r,w(r)) dr) ds 
IITwll = Tw (o) = ,=1  
1-  ~#~ 
i=1  
--fOl~);1 (Aw--foSq(?;')f(r,w(7"))dr)ds. 
Since we have proved in Lemma 2.2 that 
A~ • . q (8) f (8, ~ (s)) &, 0 , 
therefore, by (3.2) and (3.3), 
1 1 n 1 n fl, f~, ¢~ ( (~, ( ,=~a, ) /1 -¢p(~=la , ) ) foq(s , f ( s ,w(s ) )ds+ fdq(r)y(r,w(r))dr) ds 
117"~11 _< ~=l 
i -  ~#~ 
i=1  
"1- Jo ~bPl ___'=l _ q (n) f (s, w (s)) ds + q (r) f (v, w (r)) dr ds 
v 
I~f~,g~p ~bp ad /1 -6p  vq (s,w(s)) dsq-f lq(r)f(r,w(r)) dr ds 
__~ i=1 
) 1 ~p ~i  1 1 q-~ ~I  ~l__~p(i___~lail---"~-E'--- fO q(s) f(s,~u(s))ds+ fO q(r)~{r,w)dr ds 
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and 
IIT~II >_ ~'~ q (r) f (r, w (r)) dr) ds 
1-  ~ 
i=1  
:> i----1 
>_ bB 
1- ~ 
~=1 
 q(r/ ds : • d r )  
1-Eh: 
= bBy (5) >_ b. 
+ ~oI¢-~l ( /o 'q ( r )  f (r ,w) dr)  ds 
+ f0~¢;1 (fo~ q(r)dr)ds] 
Thus, we get b <_ IITwll <_ a, which means TP[b,a] C P[b,a]. 
Let wo(t) =- a, t • [0,1], then wo(t) • P[b,a]. Let wl -- Two, then wl • P[b,a], we denote 
w~+l = Tw~ = T '+ lwo (n = O, 1, 2 . . . .  ) .  (3 A)  
Since TP[b, a t c P[b, a], we have w~ • P[b, a], (n - 0, 1, 2 , . . .  ). From Lemma 2.4, T is compact, 
?.O oo ~ c~ we assert that { ~},=1 has a convergent subsequence { ~}k=l  and there exists w* • P[b, a], 
such that w~ k --* w*. Now, since wl • P[b, a] C P, we have 
By Lemma 2.4, we know TWl <_ Two, which means w2(t) _< wl(t),  0 < t < 1. By induction, 
w,~+l(t) _~ w,(t ) ,  0 < t < 1 (n = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ) .  Hence, we assert that  wn --~ w*. Let n ~ co 
in (3.4) to obtain Tw* = w* since T is continuous. Since []w* ]] >_ b > 0 and w* is a nonnegative 
concave function on [0, 1], we conclude that w*(t) > 0, t E (0, 1). I t  is well known that the fixed 
point of operator T is the solution of problem (1.11. Therefore, w* is a positive, nonincreasing 
solution of (1.1). 
Let vo(t) = b(1 -~) ,  t e [0, 1], then ]]vo]] = b, and Vo • P[b,a]. Let vl = Tvo, then Vl • P[b,a], 
we denote 
?3n+ 1 - - - -  Tv ,  = T'*+lv0, n -- O, 1, 2, . . . .  
Similar to {w,}~__l, we assert that {v~}~= 1 has a convergent subsequence {v,k}~= 1 and there 
exists v* • P[b,a], such that vn, --* v*. Now, since Vl • P[b,a], we have by (1.3), 
~,~ (t) > (1 - t) IIv~ll ~ b (1 - ~) = vo ( t ) ,  t • [o, 1]. 
By Lemma 2.4, we know Tvl  >_ Tvo, which means v2(t) >_ vl(t),  0 < t < 1. By induction, 
vn+l(t) >_ v•(t), 0 < t < 1 (n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) .  Hence, we assert that v~ --* v*, Tv* = v*, and 
v*(t) > 0, t E (0, 1). Therefore, v* is a positive, nonincreasing solution of (1.11. 
REMARK 3.1. We can easily get that w* and v* axe the maximal and minimal solutions of (1.1) 
in P[b, a 1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume (H1) and (H2) hold. I f  there exists a constant 5 C [~,, 1], such that 
(Hh) for ~ach t e [0, 1], f(t ,  .): [0,a] -~ [0, +oo) is no.d~reas~; 
(H6) li---~,-.o inf,c[o,si(f(t, l)/ lp-1) > (B/(1 - 5)) p-1 and li__i_~m .+~ supte[oj ] (f(t ,  I)/l p- l )  <A ~-1 
(particularly, li--~l-~o infte[0,~l ( f(t ,  l)/l p 1) __ +co and lim¢_+~o supte[0,1 ] ( f(t ,  l)/ l  p - l )  = 
0), where A, B are defined as (3.1). 
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Then, there exist two coasmnts a > 0 and b > 0 such that  ( I . I )  has two positive, nonincreasing 
solution.q w*, v* 6 P with 
b _ Ilw*[I _< a and lira T~wo = w*, where we(t) = a, t • [0, 1], 
n~-t-oo 
b_< I1-*11 and lim Tnvo=V *, wherevo(t)=b(1-t), tE [0,11. 
n---*-I-oo 
PROOF. I t  is very easy to verify that  condit ions (H3) and (H4) can be obta ined from (H5) 
and (H6). We omit  the proof. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose 0 _< k, m < 4, consider 
' 1 
(0 )  = = 
i=l i=I 
te  (0,1), 
(3 .5 )  
By Corollary 3.1, we can get not only the existence but also the iteration of positive solutions 
for problem (3.5) for any ~ E (0, 1) (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n), and a,, fl~ satisfying (H1). 
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